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Regular whole body vibration training, i.e. standing on a platform that vibrates at a high frequency over a small amplitude, has been reported to produce neuromuscular adaptation and increase bone mineral density in some frailer populations [1]. As such, it has attracted interest for its potential benefits on physical function, fall and fracture risk in older people. These potential benefits could however be counteracted by detrimental effects associated with vibration exposure.

Harmful effects of vibration exposure were first identified almost 100 years ago through study of the health of operators of pneumatic power tools [2]. Vibration injury to the hands includes a vascular component, characterised by intermittent blanching, and a neurological component, characterised by impaired proprioception and dexterity [3]. Vibration exposure has also been associated with increased risk of low back pain for drivers of work machines [4]. As vibration is recognised as an industrial hazard, legal limits on exposure have been introduced in many countries. European occupational exposure limits can be exceeded in less than 5 minutes on some commercially available whole body vibration training platforms if used on their highest magnitude settings. It is important to balance the potential risks of adverse side-effects on the neurological and vascular systems with potential benefits when designing a whole body vibration training protocol.

The vibration protocols studied in older people have differed markedly. The mode of vibration includes very low magnitude vertical vibration as used by Rubin and colleagues [5], the higher magnitude vertical vibration used in technologies originally developed for athlete training, and the plates that tilt around an axis to elevate limbs alternately [1]. The frequencies of vibration studied in older people varied from 12.6 to 60 Hz, with reported amplitudes varying from 55μm to 8mm [1], although frequencies at the lower end of this range, particularly in conjunction with amplitudes greater than 0.5mm, have been reported to produce greater peak accelerations at
the body than at the platform and to cause discomfort [6]. Flexing knees is a common postural adaptation used to minimise transmission of vibration to the head [7], in order to optimise visual performance and comfort. Consequently, in most studies participants have adopted a semi-squat position, although in some they stood erect [5, 8] or performed dynamic exercises [9, 10]. The duration of intervention varied from several bouts of one minute or less to continuous standing for 10 minutes [1]. Many interventions have been progressive, with increases in duration, frequency or amplitude of vibration. Not all studies have used a matched control group that conducted similar exercise but without vibration, so benefits could be due to the semi squat stand or exercise rather than the superimposed vibration. In some studies the allocation to vibration or control groups was not randomised, whilst some studies were not blinded. There are thus methodological limitations to some existing research.

The reported benefits of vibration include improvements in bone health and neuromuscular function. Increases in femoral neck bone mineral density, relative to controls, have been reported in postmenopausal women [8, 9, 11] although no significant effect was observed in postmenopausal women taking alendronate [12]. Vibration training did not significantly influence bone mineral density at the lumbar spine [11, 12] except in one study where women stood erect with the weight on the heels [8]. Vibration training significantly improved muscle torque and power in some, but not all, trials in older men and women [1]. Improvements in muscular function were proportionately greatest in plantarflexion and to a lesser extent knee extension [13], whilst hip flexion/extension, knee flexion and dorsiflexion measures were unaltered. Neuromuscular benefits of vibration training were significantly greater than those of resistance exercise in some [9, 14] but not all [10] studies that included a control group that conducted similar exercise. Whole body vibration training also improved measures of mobility, gait and balance that have previously been related to
fall risk [1, 9, 13, 14]. There is, as yet, no direct evidence as to whether fall incidence can be reduced by whole body vibration.

Vibration training may offer some potential musculoskeletal benefits but further research is needed to evaluate the optimum vibration protocol in terms of safety and efficacy in older people, and to evaluate its effectiveness at reducing fall incidence.

There is little evidence as to the optimal vibration training protocol in this population and some interventions may be delivering ineffective or unnecessarily large exposures. Vibration can result in detrimental effects and further evidence is needed on the risks and benefits of whole body vibration training on other organ systems [1].

In contrast, exercise offers a range of health benefits and there is substantially more evidence available to inform guidelines for older people [15]. Vibration training may be attractive for those who are unwilling or unable to exercise and further research studies are essential to provide the further evidence needed, and possibly reveal further benefits or risks of vibration training for older people.
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